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The voting rights of all share classes are proportional to the value of shares at the most
recent valuation date. As of 31 Ju l y 2022, the aggregate voting rights are 27,274,945.
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CLASS A – Continuation Shares
All opinions expressed in the Investment Manager’s report are those of the Investment Manager at the time of writing, and are subject to change,
dependent on future changes in the market. Any prediction, projection or forecast on the economy, stock or the economic trends of the markets is
not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance.

INVESTMENT MANAGER’S REPORT
Portfolio Overview and Commentary
As of 31 July 2022, the NAV per share of the Lead Series Class A shares decreased by 1.7% MoM. The VN-Index
increased by 0.5% MoM during the month.
Underperformance in July was largely due to the following factors: (1) decreasing share prices of the Fund’s
top holdings (2) the Fund’s relative underweight in the banking sector, which saw a strong recovery during
the month and contributed 1.5% to the VN-Index’s return; (3) the Fund had no exposure to Saigon Beer
Alcohol Beverage (SAB) which share price rose by 16.1% over July, contributing 0.3% to the VN-Index’s return.
The main detractors to performance were Mobile World (MWG, -14.7%), REE Corporation (REE, -12.8%), and
FPT Corporation (FPT, -3.1%). In contrast, the main contributors were Airports Corporation of Vietnam (ACV,
+10.1%), Kinh Bac City (KBC, +15.3%), and SSI Securities (SSI, +13.6%)
In terms of YTD performance, the NAV per share of Class A has decreased by 14.4%. This compares to the VNIndex which has decreased by 21.3%.
Mobile World’s (“MWG”) share price declined by 14.7% during July 2022. The decrease was likely due to
weaker than expected results in Q2, 2022. MWG recorded net sales of VND 34,338 billion (+8.5% YoY) and
NPAT-MI of VND 1,130 billion (-6.9% YoY). Mobile phone and electronic segments were the main contributors
to MWG’s top-line growth with total revenue of VND 26,985 billion (+11.3% YoY). These segments’ growth was
driven by: (1) a 58% YoY growth in online sales; (2) a higher contribution from super-mini Dien May Xanh stores
(electronic stores); and (3) contributions from the new TopZone store chain (Apple Authorised Reseller and
Apple Premium Reseller stores). The first TopZone store was opened in October 2021 and as at the end of
June 2022 the total store count has reached 50.1
In contrast, MWG’s grocery segment was the main laggard as its revenue decreased 8.9% YoY to VND 6,762
billion. The weak performance was due to: (1) last year’s high base as grocery stocks boomed amid social
distancing restrictions; and (2) its comprehensive restructure, where since starting April 2022, 251
underperforming grocery stores have been closed, and almost 1,500 stores have been revamped.2
The restructuring of the grocery stores chain will impact MWG’s profit in Q3 2022 due to the one-off expenses
and trade disruptions during layout changing. However, we expect a turnaround for MWG’s grocery segment
from Q4 2022 onwards due to expected improved sales per store. At revamped locations to date, sales per
store have improved by 15%.2 We retain our positive long-term view on MWG. Due to its experienced
management team and continued strong cash flows, we expect MWG to capture the market share from
smaller competitors over time, allowing it to build a durable franchise of stores combined with a strong
online presence that can further withstand competitive pressure.
1.
2.

Source: https://mwg.vn/uploads/eng/2022/7/monthlyreport---6m22_final.pdf
Source: MWG’s management
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REE Corporation’s (“REE”) share price decreased by 12.8% during July 2022. The decrease was likely due to
investors’ concerns over potential increases in competition in the Vietnam electricity generation market in
2H 2022. Increased concerns are likely due to expectations of decreasing input prices for thermal power
plants. For Q2 2022, REE posted a strong result with growth of 25.4% YoY in revenue and 55.7% YoY in NPATMI. The main contributor was REE’s power segment which recorded growth of 35.5% YoY in revenue and
109.2% YoY in NPAT-MI. This was driven by: (1) robust earnings from the hydropower portfolio, thanks to
favourable hydrography and higher selling prices for electricity in the competitive generation market; and
(2) solid contributions from three new wind plants which started operations from October 2021. 3
With hydropower plants being the most competitive power plants domestically, we expect REE to
structurally benefit from the growth and transition of Vietnam’s power generation market to a more
competitive and open structure. The company plans to expand its total power generation capacity by 100
MW (~10% of its current capacity) per year from 2022 to 2026 with the operation of new solar rooftop projects.
The expansion and diversification of REE’s power portfolio is expected to enable the company to further
strengthen its position in the Vietnam electricity market over the long-term.
We also expect REE’s office leasing segment to become another key growth driver over the long-term. REE’s
office portfolio is expected to expand by around 25% from mid-2023 onwards, with the launch of E-Town 6, a
new office building located in Tan Binh District, Ho Chi Minh city.
Airports Corporation of Vietnam’s (“ACV”) share price rose 10.1% during July 2022. The increase was
supported by a strong recovery in the company’s operational performance in Q2 2022. ACV posted quarterly
revenues of VND 3,429 billion (+125% YoY) and NPAT-MI of VND 2,375 billion (+863% YoY). These results were
driven by: (1) growth of 138% YoY in domestic passenger volume to 25.9 million passengers. Domestic travel
in Vietnam has rebounded to the pre COVID-19 levels with Q2 2022 domestic passenger volumes increasing
by 31% in comparison to Q2 2019; (2) international passenger volumes have recovered from their low base last
year to 2.0 million passengers (+1500% YoY); (3) ACV recorded an unrealised forex gain of VND 1,476 billion in
Q2 2022 due to its outstanding Japanese currency loan of JPY 68.7 billion. Excluding its unrealised forex gain,
ACV’s core PBT was VND 1,464 billion in Q2 2022 compared to a VND 136 billion loss in Q2 2021.
We expect ACV to continue to recover in 2H 2022 and 2023 due to: (1) the return of international passengers,
particularly Chinese tourists, once Chinese travel restrictions are eased. Chinese travelers accounted for 32%
of Vietnam’s total international air passenger volume in 20194 and (2) the expectations of Vietnam’s domestic
air traffic to remain robust.
3.
4.

Source: REE;s management
Source: http://itdr.org.vn/en/so_lieu/internationalvisitors-to-viet-nam-in-december-and-12-months-of2019/
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Macroeconomic Overview and Commentary
Quarterly GDP Growth
% change YoY
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Slow-down inflation – Vietnam’s consumer price index (“CPI”) increased by 0.4% MoM and 3.1% YoY in July 2022.
On a month-on-month basis, the main contributor to the CPI growth was an increase of 1.6% in food prices. This
included pork prices rising by 4.3%, white poultry prices rising by 1.9%, and egg prices rising by 3.1%. However, the
CPI growth rate was lower than the previous month mainly due to a decrease of 8.7% MoM in gasoline prices. For
7M 2022, Vietnam’s average CPI rose 2.5% YoY, well below the government’s full-year target of 4% YoY.
Decreasing PMI – the Nikkei Vietnam manufacturing purchasing manager index (“PMI”) strongly decreased from
54.0 in June 2022, to 51.2 in July 2022. Weaker demand in export markets has caused the slow-down in new orders,
production and the recruitment of Vietnamese manufacturers. However, the logistics process has improved.
Highest disbursed FDI over the last 5 years – as of 20 July 2022, Vietnam YTD has attracted USD 13.0 billion (11.7% YoY) of newly registered FDI and additional FDI from existing investors. Manufacturing remained the most
attractive sector to foreign investors, contributing 69.5% of total newly registered FDI and additional FDI. This is
followed by the real estate sector with a contribution of 17.4%. While newly registered FDI decreased, disbursed
FDI rose by 10.2% YoY to USD 11.6 billion. This is the highest disbursement FDI in the first 7-month period since
2017.
Trade remained strong – According to Vietnam Customs, in 7M 2022, Vietnam exported USD 217.3 billion (+16.6%
YoY) and imported USD 216.3 billion (+14.0% YoY), generating a trading surplus of USD 1.1 billion. This contrasts with
a trading deficit of USD 2.2 billion in 7M 2021. Mobile phones and mobile phone components remained the largest
contributor with a total export value of USD 33.9 billion (+13.9% YoY). This is followed by computers and electronics
which account for a total export value of USD 31.7 billion (+14.8% YoY). In terms of imports, computers and
electronics were the largest contributor with total import value of USD 50.1 billion (+25.2% YoY), followed by
machinery with total export value of USD 26.6 billion (-1.8% YoY).
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About Duxton Capital (Australia) Pty Ltd
Duxton Capital (Australia) Pty Ltd is a boutique asset manager with a dual focus: agriculture and Asian Emerging Markets. Spun out from one of the world’s foremost financial institutions,
Duxton Capital (Australia) Pty Ltd [ACN: 164 225 647] is regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission as a holder of an Australian Financial Services License (“AFSL”)
[AFSL no. 450218] to conduct fund management activities for clients who include those qualified as ‘sophisticated investors’, ‘professional investors’, or wholesale. The Duxton Group has approximately
USD 693 million worth of assets under management and advice as of December 2021.
Disclaimer
This factsheet is directed only at sophisticated investors and wholesale clients as defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (“Act”) or investors in an equivalent class under the laws of the
country or territory (“Permitted Investors”) and is not intended for use by retail clients. The content of this factsheet is intended as a source of general information for Permitted Investors
only, and is not the basis for any contract to deal in the Vietnam Phoenix Fund Limited* (“VPFL”) or any security or instrument, or for Duxton Capital (Australia) Pty Ltd [ACN: 164 225 647; AFSL no.
450218] (“DCA”) or their affiliates to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information contained in this factsheet. This factsheet is not financial product advice
as defined in the Act. This factsheet is a statement of facts and is for general information only. The terms of VPFL are set out in the fund prospectus (“Prospectus”) of VPFL and should there be
any conflict between the terms set out in this factsheet and the Prospectus, the terms in the Prospectus shall prevail.
Information from this factsheet must not be issued in any jurisdiction where prohibited by law and must not be used in any way that would be contrary to local law or regulation. Specifically,
this shall not be construed as the making of any offer or invitation to anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer is not authorized or in which the person making such offer is not qualified to
do so or to anyone to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer. This factsheet is not intended to influence any person in making a decision in relation to any funds managed by DCA or an
interest in VPFL. Prospective investors should consult their professional advisers accordingly.
The information contained in this factsheet is subject to updating, revision and amendment, and no liability whatsoever is accepted by DCA, VPFL or any other person, in relation thereto.
Market information such as Index and share price performance are obtained from open sources such as Bloomberg unless otherwise stated. This document may contain company-specific
news sourced from the investee companies’ websites and announcements at the relevant stock exchanges. Economic and industry data pertaining to Vietnam are obtained from General
Statistics Office (“GSO”) of Vietnam unless otherwise stated. If you are in any doubt about this document or any information contained in this document, you should obtain independent professional
advice.
The forecasts provided are based upon our opinion of the market as at this date and are subject to change, dependent on future changes in the market. Any prediction, projection or forecast on
the economy, stock market, bond market or the economic trends of the markets is not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance. Investments are subject to risks, including possible
loss of principal amount invested. The value of shares/ units and their derived income may fall as well as rise. Past performance or any prediction or forecast is not necessarily indicative
of future performance. No assurance is given that the investment objective or the targets will be met. Returns are not guaranteed.
This factsheet does not constitute investment, tax, legal or any other form of advice or recommendation and was prepared without regard to the specific objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular person who may receive it. Investors should study all relevant information and consider whether the investment is appropriate for them. If you require investment or financial
advice, please contact a regulated financial adviser. No representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, or is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the
information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in this factsheet.
DCA or its affiliates may hold positions in the securities referred. Where stocks are mentioned, it should not be construed that these are recommendations to buy or sell those stocks. The investment
schemes referred are not obligations of, deposits in, or guaranteed by DCA or any of its affiliates. Photographs and other graphics are included for illustrative purposes only and do not form part of
the substantive information upon which any investment decisions should be based.
You are not authorised to redistribute this document nor qualified to make any offer, representation or contract on behalf of DCA or its affiliates. Although the information was compiled from sources
believed to be reliable, no liability for any error or omission is accepted by DCA or its affiliates or any of their directors or employees. The information and opinions contained may also change.
All third-party data (such as MSCI, S&P and Bloomberg) are copyrighted by and proprietary to the provider. Copyright protection exists in this factsheet. The contents of this factsheet are strictly
confidential, and it may not be disclosed, reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any purpose without our written consent. To the extent permitted by applicable law, none of DCA,
their affiliates, or any officer or employee of DCA accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this factsheet or its contents, including for negligence.
*Formerly known as DWS Vietnam Fund Limited. The Fund was renamed to Vietnam Phoenix Fund Limited following the resignation of Deutsche Asset Management (Asia) Limited as
Investment Manager on 30 September 2016. Following the resignation of Deutsche Asset Management (Asia) Limited Duxton Asset Management Pte Ltd was appointed the Investment
Manager of Vietnam Phoenix Fund Limited. On 1 May 2020 Duxton Asset Management Pte Ltd resigned as Investment Manager and Duxton Capital (Australia) Pty Ltd was appointed.

Contact Information
7 Pomona Road, Stirling SA 5152, Australia
+61 8 8130 9500
vpf@duxtonam.com
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